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The Maestro of 5th Avenue South 
Chef Vincenzo Betulia's journey from Sicily to Naples [Florida] 

 
The culinary culture of Naples, Florida has increasingly diversified and evolved in the past few years – 
notably due to one chef, bringing the traditions of his native Italy to the plate.  Steeped in the age-old 
insistence that every dish be crafted from select ingredients coming directly from the farm, Vincenzo 
Betulia upholds his Sicilian family's culinary heritage. 
 
Betulia's grandmother, extended family, and his parents, both foundry workers, made everything they ate, 
just as they had in the old country. 25-bushel batches of tomatoes were picked at nearby farms, ground by 
hand, reduced, and dried on wood-framed screens on the driveway to store as concentrato. Fresh corn and 
artichoke hearts were canned for the winter. Ricotta salata was pressed and hung from the basement rafters 
to age. And his uncles would press wine in the garage, crushing California muscatel grapes with a big old 
iron crank-device, fermenting the juice in old whiskey barrels. "Milwaukee isn't exactly sunny Sicily," 
recalls the chef, "but we maintained our Sicilian customs when we moved to Wisconsin. We seldom went 
out to restaurants, simply because the food at home was so much better."  
 
Along with an Old World palate, his parents instilled in him an immigrant work ethic; his paper route at 
age 8 endowed him with the strong sense of responsibility that enabled him to launch three successful 
establishments in his adopted town of Naples, Florida in just under five years.   
 
Blithely ignoring child labor laws, his father got him a job in a friend's restaurant when he was 13. At 15, 
Betulia found his mentor, two-time James Beard Award winner Paul Bartolotta, when he had the good 
fortune to land in the basement kitchen of the Bartolotta brothers' very first Milwaukee restaurant, 
Ristorante Bartolotta. Training under them for an extended time alongside several other budding culinary 
leaders of his generation, Betulia eventually moved to Chicago, where Paul Bartolotta was at the helm of 
Spiaggia; while there, the aspiring chef enrolled in the culinary program at Kendall College, and also had 
the opportunity to work from time to time with greats including Charlie Trotter, Rick Bayless, and 
Bartolotta's own mentor, two-star Michelin Chef Valentino Marcatilli of San Domenico, Imola.   
 
A chance vacation in 1999 introduced him to Naples, Florida. "The food scene wasn't memorable, but the 
atmosphere was intoxicating, with the beautiful grand homes, palm tree-lined streets, and blue water at the 
end of every avenue. I could see myself being very happy there." Within a year he was living in Naples, 
working at Campiello, where he eventually served as head chef for nearly a decade, earning a strong 
reputation for the restaurant and a loyal following. In 2013, he opened Osteria Tulia on 5th Avenue 
South. "As a young chef with the right platform, I had the opportunity to change the dining scene of an 
entire town - even, possibly, a region." First, with the addictive cucina rustica of Osteria; then with his 46-
seat gastropub, Bar Tulia, next-door; and as of 2017, with The French Brasserie Rustique, a brasserie 
down the street with all the traditional charm of Paris. "I am a full-fledged local fixture, practically wearing 
a groove in the sidewalk, running between the bar and restaurants every day!" he adds happily.      
 
At Betulia's flagship Osteria Tulia, he's achieved an ambiance truly bellissimo, as tasteful and comfortable as 
they come.  With a front terrace lush with flora and greenery, and with cocktails and wine flowing 
plentifully, the simple pleasures of the Italian countryside transport guests to a gracious Old World dining 
experience. Inside, the restaurant is warm and bustling with the service of a perfectly conceived, entirely 
from-scratch menu that echoes the meals of the chef's own childhood.   
 
Betulia's chef di cucina – his cousin, Frank Pullara – shares the memories of cherished family dishes that 
now inspire versions interpreted through classical technique in the Osteria kitchen. The family affair 
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extends to Betulia's wife, Anna, who oversees the front-of-the-house; and to his parents, who join in 
during the winter months, when they make the daily caponata presented with bread service, as well as the 
pastas – sheet pastas, extruded pastas, and hand-twisted pastas – that have gained a devoted following of 
their own.  His mother has also trained a dedicated pasta team at Osteria Tulia, entrusting the family 
secrets to a select few.   
 
"Above all, I want to give people a true experience," explains Betulia. "Naples residents were not being 
exposed to authentic artisanal cuisine. What we're doing at all the restaurants is awakening a culinary 
awareness." Day after day, familiar faces of faithful regulars speak to the success of this goal, with diners 
at Osteria swooning over specials like Grilled Duck Hearts. The craft cocktail program he introduced, first 
at Osteria, and then Bar Tulia, was likewise an enterprise that enlightened the drinking public of Naples. 
"Early on, guests didn't always understand waiting seven minutes for a mixed drink," he points out. "But 
our combinations of ingredients are distinctly unconventional, unique – and irresistible. We dry our own 
fruits and make our own tinctures. It didn't take long for the concept to meet with local approval." At The 
French, Betulia builds a refined menu from a foundation from rustic French cuisine, much as his Italian 
menus are elevated interpretations of the simplest Sicilian fare. All this is complemented by one of the 
best collections of 'hidden gem' wines from every growing region, featuring many newer and esteemed 
vintages that are not only delicious, but excellent values. Always striving to forge a bond with those 
encountering his cuisine, whether by evoking a memory, or simply by enchanting, the chef is focused on 
every dish, and every dining experience.  
 
Betulia compares dining in Naples now to the food scene in Charleston about eight years ago. "We're 
emerging. The locals are responsive, and our visitors are intrigued. We are becoming a place known for 
honest, inventive, food and drink," states the gregarious chef. "Naples is crossing a threshold." 
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